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Aftershock: Protect yourself and Profit in the Next Global Financial Meltdown, the new book by
Robert Wiedemer, is helping out people as a survival guide to survive in the 21st century. In addition
to this book, the Aftershock Survival Summit video of Newsmax has also acted as an eye-opener
that has the interview as well as the predictions by prophetic. This has left quite a lot of impression
on the people all around the globe but not a lot of leaves have turned because of this.

In the initial stages when this interesting video was opened for screening for some private
audiences, they came face to face with economic realities that were very harsh and had gathered
an overwhelming response as far as the video is concerned. Newsmax, Financial Publisher Aaron
DeHoog, was very vocal about the response that was given by the audiences. He said that the
people were actually watching the video with a lot of attention. He added that some people from the
audience asked them to make this important video open to the public so that everyone could come
to terms with reality.

He further added that opening the video for the people was not at as simple as it sounded to be.
Many online websites who were running this video already stopped running it as they thought the
content of the video was controversial in nature. Dehoog informed further that the people who had
already seen the video were also sending their family members as well as friends so that the dead
ends could be met. And therefore, these guys have to make out a home for it which was completely
dedicated to the video. Apply for text loans @ http://www.textloansnocreditcheck.co.uk/text-
loans.html and get instant money.

This had not happened for the very first time the predictions made by Wiedemerâ€™s have caused a
stir. Back in the year 2006, he was co=wrote a book along with two other economist in which these
authors had issued a warning that the boom in the real estate as well as the run of the bull on Wall
Street were going to come to an end soon. This was a prediction that Ben Bernanke, Chairman,
Federal Reserve and Alan Greenspan, his predecessor were not in a spot to agree with, in the
public. The authors actually thought that the condition was going to get even worse and then they
wrote â€˜Aftershockâ€™ but when the last chapter was being written, the publisher thought out the content
to be controversial.
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Kevin Cook - About Author:
Kevin Cook is expert financial advisor. He provides his expert finance knowledge when needed. He
writes articles on a text loans no credit checks,   a sms loans and text loans @
http://www.textloansnocreditcheck.co.uk/text-loans.html .
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